• Carla Thorlakson Graduate Travel Award
• Dean of Grad. St. Student Achievement Prize
• Delaney Graduate Scholarship for Indigenous Students
• Dr. Richard Douglas Oatway Memorial Fellowship
• Faculty of Graduate Studies Research Completion Scholarship
• Faculty of Graduate Studies Travel Award
• Faculty of Graduate Studies Virtual Conference Award
• Indigenous Doctoral Program Fellowships
• International Graduate Students Entrance Scholarship (IGSES)
• International Graduate Students Scholarship (IGSS)
• James Gordon Fletcher PhD Fship in Aboriginal Issues
• Pamela Hardisty Graduate Fellowship
• PGS Human Genetics
• Roma Zenovea Hawirko Grad Scholarship
• Sonja I. Bata Material Culture Scholarships
• Women’s Health Research Foundation of Can. (FT/PT)
• Senior Women Academic Administrators of Canada
• Emergency Loans

• Arthur Mauro Senior Student Award
• Award Advertising/Database
• Eirikur and Thorbjorg Stephanson Scholarship
• FGS Support Staff/Mentoring/Administrator Award
• Foundation for Registered Nurses of MB Inc
• G. Clarence Elliott Fellowship
• Gandhi, Mahatma Scholarship in Human Rights
• Janice Filmon Award in Peace Studies
• J.W. Dafoe Graduate Fellowship
• Mackenzie King Scholarships
• McRorie-West Family Fship for Alzheimer Research
• P. Singal Grad. Flyshp. In Cardiovascular Science
• Rose & Frederick Johnson Scholarship
• Sheu L. Lee Family Scholarship
• UMGF Admin & Recommendations
• UMGF- Supplemental Awards
• Emergency Loans

• Adalsteinn Kristjansson Travelling Scholarship (Composite Award)
• Departmental Award Selection Forms (ASF)
• Donald Vernon Snider Memorial Fellowship (Composite Award)
• E.B. Kernaghan Scholarship (Composite Award)
• Governor General’s Gold Medal
• Heinz Frank Memorial Scholarship (Composite Award)
• Irena Knysh Graduate Scholarship in Ukrainian Studies
• James Gordon Fletcher PhD Fellowship for Research in Functional Foods & Nutraceuticals
• Lois M. Brockman Graduate Student Thesis Research Fellowship in the Area of Child Development
• Nancie J. Mauro (nee Tooley) Graduate Scholarship in Oncology Research
• Richard C. Goulden Memorial Scholarship
• Senator Thomas Alexander Crecar Scholarship (Composite Award)
• Sixth Prairie Conservation and Endangered Species Conference Fellowship
• University Women’s Club of Winnipeg Scholarship (Composite Award)
• Emergency Loans

• China Scholarship Council (CSC)
• CGSM (CIHR, NSERC, SSHRC)
• CIHR (Doctoral, CGSD)
• Doctoral Award for Indigenous Students
• Master’s Award for Indigenous Students
• Northern Scientific Training Program (NSTP)
• NSERC (PGSD, CGSD)
• President’s Graduate Scholarship for First Nations, Inuit and Metis Students
• SSHRC (Doctoral CGSD)
• Trudeau Doctoral Scholarships
• University of Manitoba Dist Diss Award/CAGS UMI
• University of Manitoba Master’s Thesis Prize
• Emergency Loans

• Michael Smith CGS-MSFSS (NSERC, SSHRC, CIHR)
• Research Manitoba
• Scholarship Liaison Officer (SLO) for the Tri-Agencies
• UMGF Budget & Allocations
• Vanier Canada Graduate Scholarships (NSERC, SSHRC, CIHR)
• Emergency Loans

Athletics
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